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Prelude

It was a beautiful night, the night Vatsdam was erased from the map.
It had started as a clear winter night, but one could see it was about to change, which only added to 

its beauty. Under the busy noises of the forest’s nocturnal life and the lonely call of an insistent cuckoo, a 
breeze made the oaks and ashes dance, their leaves whispering gossips excitedly, while the river shivered 
under the wind’s touch. It blew soft enough to be pleasant, but now and then gusts would make the 
whispers turn to tired and annoyed sighs of wood, as branches bent and swung. A half-moon reigned 
above, a crown of silver around it. It played with grey clouds that run in packs, now painting the land in 
milky silver, now throwing it to darkness. From the east, distant thunder rolled, the low rumble carrying 
on for some time. Soon, as the breeze became steady and the smell of rain and wet earth was carried in 
the wind, the forest fell silent, as if the rumbles were the hungry noises of some giant predator. Only the 
cuckoo kept calling for a time, his steady cooing feeling out of place before he too fell silent.

They came before the rain, unseen and keeping the wind against them. They carried no lights. The 
augmentation of the eye was possibly one of the earliest biomantic alterations. Even the drones, in their 
cheap, accelerated, forced growth, had the ability to see in low light conditions these days. So they came 
in the dark, slowly, almost casually, mere shadows among those of the trees. They stopped when they 
reached the tree line and when the moon slid out of the running clouds once more, a series of eyes, 
small and big, low and high and higher still, glittered in the moonlight at the edge of the forest. They 
stared at Vatsdam from the shadows, where torches burned all around the small barricade, windows lit 
by hearth and candles, a small garrison of light in the kingdom of night’s gloom.

More thunder rolled distantly from the east, as four marksmen clones stepped forward.  They were an 
older, two armed design, when accuracy was valued higher than rate of fire in the Lineages’ tournaments. 
They spoke lowly among them, as they prepared their bows, stretching the strings and commenting on 
the distance and conditions of the shot. When they had picked their targets, two figures on top of the 
single watchtower of Vatsdam, they communicated their readiness.

There was no command, there were no charging yells. The Spire army simply started moving as 
one. Drones, brutes, pheromancers, marksmen, they came out from among the trees irregularly but 
immediately started forming ranks and files while moving, as they exited the forest line. The four 
marksmen remained put, eyes set on their targets. Then, without a word, as the army started its charge 
around them, they drew and fired. Four arrows, four impossible shots, against the wind, in the dark. 
Four targets hit, the figures on the watchtower pierced where necks and hearts were. In the distance, 
lightning flashed and then thunder rolled once more, its rumble much closer now. It merged with the 
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steps of the silent charge of the army, hiding the noise of fast, heavy steps. Entire trees were shoved aside, 
two abominations jumping from the forest, their unnatural legs galloping awkwardly but fast. A siege 
behemoth followed, its skipping stride fast enough to bring it to the first lines, crushing a few drones 
absentmindedly as it passed between them. It took point, leading the charge, eyes set on Vatsdam that 
grew ever closer, as more lighting flashed and thunder rolled above.

Ignoring the charge, the marksmen turned back to the forest, but one of them stayed. Tilting the head 
curiously, the clone looked for a moment longer at where the arrows had landed. It frowned, eyes locked 
on its own arrow. It was still there, stuck on the neck, as intended. It was there, visible still, as if the 
target never fell when it got hit. 
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Fredrik the Great

“Such are the times we live in. The agents of Theos must fear for dear life once more and the people 
must see their faith lie in bloody pools. The actions of one man who took a life ordained brought 
memories of Saint Nikolas, who, slain by Orderly hands, would have his death forever mark the dawn 
of the Red Years. No bloodier time have these lands seen, no time of greater violence and disorder. For 
none then rose to punish the offensive hand that stroke against the holy Saint, for fear of the Orders’ 
might. But the people rose. They rose, sensing their values threatened by those who would pursuit their 
own agendas. They rallied under the banner of their beliefs and fought against the aggressors and those 
that showed support to them, not because of the violence in their hearts, as some would claim, no! But 
because those governing them, those chosen and tasked and burdened by Theos Almighty to lead their 
people, hesitated, cowered and shunned away from duty, forgetting the Divine Will that put them in 
their thrones. 

Such are the times ahead, I fear, if men today again do not what men then failed to do. It is a daunting 
task, they say, but so must it be. For it is Justice, not mere law, and Justice should inspire awe and 
therefore must be daunting. It took none other than Charles, the father of the Empire, the First of Theos’ 
Emperors in the hearts of most, to stop back then the chaos. Much like the Shepard, Theos’ chosen, 
who Fell and took the punishment and eternal damnation for all mankind, so Charles took upon him 
the punishment for all the offenders. He suffered the penalty for their transgression, he endured the trials 
set by Justice. He led! even before assigned a leader, and through his son he saw that no other would 
suffer such a fate. Such was the man that brought us out of darkness.

And such is the man that would see such dreadful times reborn. Such are the men like him, the 
Prince of Brandengrad, who would see us kill what little of dignity and honor and values we have left. 
A fighter of demons, self-proclaimed, this prince of men is called great among his youthful peers. For he 
has already, they say, gathered Kings for allies and conquered those around him who would not bend 
the knee. Such, for the youth, are deeds that make him great. Great indeed... Great was the offense he 
committed, great is the sin he’d bring upon a faithful house, great was the contempt he showed against 
his king and great was the shame he brought upon a loving father. Great was the weapon against demons 
that he killed, for what greater armor is there than the Lord and what greater sword than the sharpness 
of strong faith? But greatest of all was the ease with which he committed his heinous crime, the coldness 
of the murder against an unarmed man. Such is his greatness and such alone. 

So now, in this assembly of Theos’ chosen, there is a choice that needs be made by this Tribunal. Now 
all the Kings and Sovereigns that came in sacred Conclave must decide: what kind of men lead men, 
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this day? The likes of Fredrik, condemned by all of Theos’ faithful, seeking war and lusting after land 
and glory? The likes that have no respect or honor, the likes that have no God above or duty below, 
to father, family and throne? The likes who’d kill with stolen swords those armed with nothing but 
their faith? Or is the world today led by men of merit and like Charles will bring light and justice once 
again upon our lands? Will these leaders of men stand and speak and say that Justice is armed and shall 
tolerate no injury? It is a heavy burden this decision, that is true, for where this Assembly leads, entire 
Kingdoms follow. So, perhaps we should ask, where will they follow then? Where will the people be 
led to? To where one can kill in disagreement and can claim by violence, can disregard his sovereigns 
and even peers? Or to where law, authority and the divine rights are respected and justice is preserved? 
This is what must be decided this day and also this must be remembered: what Sovereigns accept, the 
people readily adopt.”

Many voiced their ‘hear, hear’ or thumbed their desktops as the Holy Father left the hall’s theater and 
returned to his seat, but all stood up while he was seated. With the exception of Braeons and some Polmag 
Princes, Theism was heavily favored among the nobility of the Kingdoms and while the spirituality of 
faith was lost to many, the formalities were observed. The Chamberlain, chairman of the Conclave and 
keeper of the old Imperial Estate, he too remained standing, ever the advocate and custodian of formality 
and etiquette, until the head of the Theist Church resumed his seat.

“Such subtle power” Dorná whispered.
Gheorg Emerich, the Duke of Köningstadt, looked at her questioningly. Dorná smiled. 
“The power of these two men, the Chamberlain and the Holy Father” she explained, as they resumed 

their seats and the Chamberlain was thanking the head of the Theist Church. “It is subtle yet undeniable. 
Unlike any other attending the Conclave, neither of them is a Sovereign. And yet, one presides over it, 
amassing more votes than any other here and arranging all procedures, while the other may have no vote 
but still, be one a King, a Duke or any ruler, one stands while he is being seated. I find it interesting.”

The man nodded. 
“Am I being scolded, Marquise, for my lack of subtlety?” he asked.
“Well, if you were, Your Grace, you should be again. That would be no way to respond to a subtle 

scold about subtlety” she chuckled.
“Ah, I see” the Duke said. “I am not being scolded. I am being tutored” he went on coldly. 
“It was not my intention” she answered then added, after a few moments. “A mother’s habit, I suppose.”
“Today” said King Gheorg, “there’s a third person who is not a Sovereign and has the eyes of the 

entire Conclave set upon him. This Prince Fredrik of Brandengrad. Does that give him power, you 
think?”

“It gives him attention” she answered, weighing her words. “If channeled properly, that is a kind 
of power on its own”. She sighed, before going on. “But his temperament is different. His bravado, 
his military successes, even the rumors about the Spires, they may gain the favor and admiration of 
impressionable youth. But our peers in this Conclave see him as nothing more than a reflection of the 
very same of their offspring that admire him: someone to tutor or scold at best, someone to punish at 
worst.”

The Duke of Köningstadt did not reply immediately.
“I dislike the games of Galans” he said bluntly in the end. 
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“I did not know we play them” she answered grimacing pleasantly.
“Enough, Marquise” he said abruptly. “You spoke of the subtle power of the Holy Father. Point taken. 

There’s more to this than the death of a Bishop, something ‘subtle’ and behind the scenes. Then you 
spoke of the power of the Chamberlain. You weren’t referring to his ‘many votes’, even though you 
mentioned them. Everyone knows he hardly ever puts them to effective use. No. You were referring to 
his assigning the seats and once I’ve thought of that, I am supposed to feel like this arrangement, you 
sitting next to me, is not an accident, which implies that you have connections and power. Thus, when 
you inevitably ask for a favor, I am to feel inclined to grant it, not only because it is possibly the ‘right’ 
thing to do but also because I am to gain an influential ally. Considering the Conclave has already ratified 
your claim to your title and the circulating rumors about a Spire incident in Enque some four years ago, 
you are likely to ask me to vote in favor of the accused Prince.”

“Amazing” she said smiling. “You live up to your reputation, Duke Emerich, about the sharpness of 
your mind.” 

“Flattery will-“
“I was not flattering you, Your Grace. I was insulting you. ‘Too clever for his own good’. That is your 

reputation among those worth their salt” she said flatly. When he turned to face her, she returned his 
cold look squarely.

“I neither offered favors nor need any” she went on before he spoke “and I was definitely not trying 
to impress you.  I was cautioning you, Duke. Your lands border both a Spire and the Palatinate which 
burns with Theist fervor. Listen to today’s procedures, Your Grace. It is you, not I, who needs favors, 
as it is you that nurtures two viper nests near their borders. Listen and ask the right question when the 
time comes.”

She fell silent and looked ahead once more, smiling pleasantly as if the conversation never happened. 
The Duke seemed entirely unabashed, as if the whole exchange had not touched him on any level. 
If anything, he shrugged indifferently and turned his attention to the theater of the Hall, where the 
Chamberlain was reminding the Conclave of the procedure.

“We will now hear from the accused, who will then be questioned by members of the Conclave, 
four in number, that have expressed their will to do so, as well as the accuser. Any and all evidence, 
including the reading of testimonies, will be at this time.” He paused, looking around, before he rose 
his voice higher. It resonated in the room, booming, gaining the attention of even the most indifferent 
of the Sovereigns. 

“In the name of the Imperial Throne, for the purpose of a tribunal, under the status of the accused for 
the murder of Bishop Madheus of Riismark, I call His Royal Highness, Prince Fredrik of Brandengrad.”

He exhaled nervously, trying to calm his breath. It did not work. He started walking, feeling an 
emptiness in his stomach. ‘Worse than before battle’ he thought and found it amusingly ironic. He had 
rehearsed this, his entrance, his posture, his speech… Yet the moment he walked in the room, it was 
all gone. He had never seen the Hollow Throne before, not to mention the Conclave assembled. The 
image in his mind had been dismissive, resembling the decadence of an institution, the glorious reign 
of backdoor deals and secret diplomacy, the indifference that distant sovereignties showed to its decrees. 
Walking in, the image changed violently. 
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‘Remember where you stand’. That was the message the entire room was designed to convey. The 
speakers stood in the middle of rows of seats, each occupied by a ruler. It would feel awe-inspiring, 
empowering even, if he had not been standing under the massive bulk of the Hollow Throne. Its shadow 
loomed over him, making him feel belittled, an oddity, a curiosity, scrutinized by the occupants of the 
seats all around him. The weight of the eyes on him was overwhelming for only now did it truly sink 
in: these eyes belonged to the sovereigns of the Hundred Kingdoms, each a ruler of land and people, a 
leader of armies. The future of the world he knew was decided by the minds behind those eyes, eyes that 
looked him some thoughtfully, others scornfully, others still indifferent, which stung the most. But from 
that sting, he came to realize something, something he had always known but failed to truly consider. 
Far from the fever of military operations and the devising of plans to counter Nepenthe’s threat, clarity 
finally came. His actions were definite and with consequences resounding around the world. His clever 
speech to defend his innocence would stall but ultimately prove idiotic. For the Prince realized that he 
would not be walking away with his life from this tribunal. 

He stood in the middle of the room, two Imperial Guards near but not close. He was looking down 
and sideways, as the thought of his death became the reality of his immediate future. Then, suddenly, 
as if he realized not where he was but what was expected of him, he looked up, first around the room, 
then at the Chamberlain. 

“It is true” he said in the end. “I did it. I killed Bishop Madheus.”
The Chamberlain frowned, surprised, as voices and exclamations, even a nervous laugh, rose from 

all over the Conclave. Dorná smiled and as luck would have it, Fredrik noticed her as he was looking 
around the room. He did not react to her smile, only kept searching with his eyes amidst the crowd, 
many of which had already risen and shouted angrily. Finally, his eyes rested on the Holy Father who 
remained still, looking thoughtfully at him. 

“Holy Father, it is…” he started saying but the Chamberlain interrupted him. 
“Silence, please!” he called with his deep voice. “Do you plead guilty then before this Tribunal?” he 

went on to ask, when the noise and voices died out.
“I do not, Chamberlain” Fredrik said then turned to the Holy Father once more. “I admit, however, 

that I killed him” the Prince kept on. “Yet the only thing I can say I am sorry for, Your Holiness, is that 
I can’t apologize.”

Clamor rose once more, angry voices yelling, some already asking for his death.
“Just as it is true!” he yelled, trying to be heard, and went on once the clamor had eased once more. 

“Just as it is true that I killed him, it is equally true that I did not kill a priest, least of all a Bishop. I 
did not attack the Church or faith, his or anyone’s. I killed a man, a man who meddled in affairs of 
strategy and as Margrave I did my duty. This I say, between you, Holy Father, from whose following 
one was stolen, and me, who stole from you. I did not declare war to the Church nor did I challenge 
Your Holiness. Where my action would rise the faithful, your word would sooth them. No one wants 
to see the Red Years rekindled in their life time.”

He moved his look from the head of the Theist Church and let it roam around the room once more, 
making sure to look for some moments in the eyes of Sovereigns when he could as they met his gaze. 

“I do not expect to be forgiven” he said with a loud voice, addressing the entire room. “I do not expect 
to escape the punishment of this Tribunal. But if that is so, then I must do my duty as Margrave.” 
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He paused, weighing the words in his mind before he spoke. In the end, he said:
“My Father’s Kingdom is under attack by the Spire of Nepenthe.” Laughter and dismissive scorns were 

heard by some. They were not many but Fredrik raised his hand, nodding his head. “Some of you may 
debate and deliberate on the legitimacy of the statement” he said. “You may even consider the ways in 
which such a reality could benefit you, like Bishop Madheus did. That is your luxury and it is one I do 
not have. I must wage a war. I must wage a war against a force that has no mercy and no value for life 
and while we are here, my people are waging this in my absence.”
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“Your Majesty, they are here.”
The guard whispered, as if the Spire forces were over his very shoulder. Fear danced in his eyes, as 

they moved nervously, his face pale. By Theos, if the sight of them caused such a reaction, what would 
pitting the men against them do? King Otto III of Haubach, a short, burly man, beard tied in near-
Normann fashion, tried to keep a casual tone, answering while he chew on another bite of his chicken.

“’Bout falling time” he said, throwing the half-eaten chicken leg and wiping his mouth with the back 
of his sleeve. “If we had to wait for another night, I’d go to Nepenthe myself.”

“Have they realized yet?” asked King Brand IX of Rottdorf. The guard shook his head.
“Not when I left, Your Majesty but they immediately charged the town. They should know by now.”
“Why weren’t we informed earlier?!”
“My King, there was no earlier! They came without any torches, out of nowhere and simply charged! 

No camps, no machines, nothing, just the giant mons-“
“Enough. Alert the officers” said Brand. “They’ll know what to do. I want everyone ready to move 

the soonest possible.”
“Still saying it was a bloody stupid idea” commented Otto, already up and bringing his breast plate 

over his head with the help of his ward.
“Dismissed” Brand waved away the guard, before Otto went on.
“Why give up the town like that? Why empty it and leave it ripe for the taking? It wasn’t exactly the 

walls of Pravia but it was something, some kind of fortification. Now they have it. As a trap, it’s not a 
very effective one.”

“Vatsdam is no trap.” A third man spoke, from deeper in the Royal Tent of Rottdorf. He sipped from 
a simple, wooden cup before he got up, revealing his size. A tall, well-built man, with broad shoulders 
and wide muscular neck, towered in the tent, his greyed temples and wrinkled face revealing him to be 
older than his posture and moves would suggest, the series of scars proving him a veteran of war. 

“It is bait” he went on. “My men will be ready” he growled as he went past them and out the tent, 
into the night.

“And that” said Otto after a while, pointing towards the exit “was an even more stupid idea. First off, 
that falling ox-necked man gives me the creeps. I was a well-built man once. The Bull of Haubach, I was 
called” he went on, strapping a shoulder plate resembling his namesake. “But he is something else. Even 
in my prime I’d be like a toddler wearing cloth layers, compared to him. Mainly, however, it’s the other 
thing. The Riverking came to Riismark to escape from his falling lot. Now we’re asking for their help.”

“It’s him and his ‘lot’ that gave us most of the information we have on the Spires” Brand answered. 
“And doesn’t that scare you?” Otto said, securing armor straps. “How would they know such things?”
“It is said that there are secrets in their library that even the Paeneticum fears” Brand said, looking 
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thoughtfully at the burly king, struggling with his armor. Otto paused and narrowed his eyes.
“Somehow I don’t see him as the reading type” he said. 
“It matters little” Brand said. “They are here. If we are to bring down our prey, those big muscles 

that unease you may help, as will the insight they offered. I am in no hurry to pit my men against the 
abominations and brutes.”

“Pah!” exclaimed Otto. “I trust the Cadre more. Two hunters brought down the Swampbeast of Haudh 
when eight of my guards had failed. I’ll pit them against the monsters from my side. You can throw 
your fancy Order at them.”

“I do not believe that either of us is going to be ‘throwing them’ anywhere” Brand commented, as 
they moved towards the exit of the tent. “The Crimson Tower is famously allergic to obeying the orders 
of anyone but their own creed.”

Otto faked a shiver.
“Brrr! Just the idea makes my skin crawl” he said. “Creed.” He scanned Otto up and down. “No 

armor?” he asked. The King of Rottdorf got up. 
“I will wear a chain shirt. Anything heavier will not help, where I am going.”
“You’ll join the lad then? Hunfrid?”
“Yes” he replied and extended his hand. “I march with you, One of the Eleven. Hail Riismark.”
“I die with you, One of the Eleven” the reply to the ancient greeting of Kings came, as they locked 

their arms. “Hail, Riismark.”
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The Grey Scorpion

Everyone around him was dead or dying. Be it by sword or spear or arrow, they were dying. Their fearful yells, 
their painful moans, their pleas to Theos, the Dei, their comrades or anyone else listening, would not change that 
very simple fact. They were merely the last sounds of a battle, the one the poets left out. He walked among them, 
ignoring their pleas, not seeing their desperate expressions, brushing aside their weak reaches towards him. Even the 
steel centurion and his Master of Arms walking with him, veterans both, men he trusted, looked around troubled 
at the sight surrounding them. 

“This is…” started the centurion but he was interrupted.
“A waste” he said.
“I was going to say a slaughter, my Lord Duke” went on the centurion but stopped, realizing the Duke had not 

talked to him. He was standing over one fallen among the many, eyes set on him. His grey cloak flapped in the 
wind, as if trying to pull the man away. But there he stood, unflinching at the site of the dying man, unmoved by 
his pleading, weak gesture.

“I had warned you” he said to the dying man.
“By the Warrior!” started to say the Master of Arms. “The KIN-!”
He was interrupted by the Duke’s hand rising. 
“Had I not, my King?” the Duke went on, ignoring the surprised looks of his followers.
“Bro…brother” gasped the man near his feet, grasping the air desperately. “Brother, help me… I cannot die… 

Not yet!”
“When had my advice failed you, Your Majesty, to ignore it now?” the Duke went on, looking at the eyes of his 

liege. “Never. That is when. I returned strength to our father’s Duchy and led you to a King’s crown. I added lands 
to your realm and made Köningstadt the strongest hold in Hermannia. I brought power to your crown, gold and 
silver in your coffers. I did all that. I did that. My advice, my planning, my moves. But you wanted war to answer 
an insult. Well, Your Majesty, there you have it. Your war.”

“No, no, no, brother… please…” the dying King whispered hoarsely. “Call for… aid… I can’t die. I… I won’t!”
The Duke shook his head. 
“Your wound cannot be healed” he replied “and Bishop Kintlas is not on the field. It would occupy physicians 

from saving those that can be saved. The King is dead but the Kingdom will keep needing men.”
“You… bastard!” the King cursed. “You falling… bastard! I am not …dead yet!”
“But you will be. Think, my King. For once, think clearly. You’ve seen such wounds before. I am not lying.”
“I’ll give you anything…” the King whimpered, wincing from the pain. “Anything! I’ll make… I’ll give you my 

crown! Just… call for aid!”
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Unflinching, the Duke kept looking at his brother’s pleading face, strained from the pain and stress. Minutes 
passed, the King spitting curses when he could, until he fell silent. Then, suddenly, the King’s expression relaxed, 
almost calmed, until finally it went sad, tears running from the side of his eyes.

“Did… you betray me?” he asked. The Duke merely shook his head negatively.
“I… I was a fool” the King went on. “I was...I destroyed everything” he said. “Pray I am forgiven, brother?”
“You know I do not pray” came the answer.
The King’s chuckle led to a choke.
“I… I know” he said in the end. “I will pray… you are…forgiven, brother.”
“Forgiveness,” said the Duke, kneeling down next to his brother “is not something that interests me.”
“My son… swear.. to me… Keep him sa…safe…” were the final words of the King, his eyes turning blank and 

empty of light.
“Results are” said the Duke, closing his brother’s eyes.

He opened his eyes then scanned the room. It was annoying, remembering this. It was needless. One 
could not change the past more than one could change a man. And for all his efforts, Gheorg Emerich 
could not change his brother any more than he could now change the past. 

Annoyed with his thoughts, he turned his attention back to the proceedings. The evidence had been 
presented, the testimonies had been read by the Vice-Chamberlain and the Holy Father had finished his 
questions to the accused. Predictable questions, indifferent answers, even though the Duke could not 
but recognize the openness and bluntness of the young Prince’s answers. The Marquise of Feranque, 
now standing and taking her place to ask her questions, had been correct. His mannerisms, his bravado, 
would ultimately cost him. He was defiant and had openly spoken about the late Bishop’s efforts to 
promote the armament of the Church. It would prove reckless and counterproductive in this den of noble 
diplomats. They would heed the warning and monitor the Church but they would not thank him for it, 
for he was forcing them to confront the elephant in the room. 

He realized why he had thought of his brother, now. The young Prince had probably the same romantic 
notions about leadership, the same sentimental approach to sovereignty, the same heroic approach to war. 
Such people had their uses in history, as they definitely had their fair share of fame and glory. They could 
inspire the masses and the masses were an important force to move. Morale was, surprisingly, extremely 
dependent on such personas. Against all odds and results, an army could happily charge to fatal defeat, if 
a man such as them asked. The problem was that such men usually did not know when to call for that 
charge. The Duke was curious to see if this one did.

“Three questions, Madame la Marquise” reminded the Chamberlain, to which she nodded. 
“Merci, Monsieur le Chamberlain” she said. “I have also arranged for a piece of evidence to be presented.” 
“It is allowed at this stage” came the reply so she turned towards the guard, who left with the approval 

of the Chamberlain. 
“In the meantime” she said “I will ask my first question, so as to save time in the proceedings.” She 

turned to look at Fredrik. 
“Your Royal Highness” Dorná said “I am a little confused. While His Holiness clarified the main 

points of the killing of Bishop Madheus, you have mentioned in your answers that His Majesty, the 
King of Brandengrad, exiled you. No doubt this angered you, perhaps, enough to kill the man you 
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felt responsible for this decision. And yet, at your opening statement, you mentioned your duty as a 
Margrave. Surely, you are not Margrave still, non?”

The Duke almost smiled at the use of Galan words and accented High Telian. The Marquise had 
shown neither in their conversation only earlier today. It was yet another display for the Conclave, a show 
of her Galan heritage, even if her father had been Hermann. He listened to the question thoughtfully 
though, before he nodded, realizing the delay tactic at play.

“I am” came Fredrik’s reply. “My father exiled me from his Kingdom, that is true. Yet he never revoked 
any of my titles, neither then and there nor later, to my knowledge. That knowledge extends to one 
month ago, when I left Riismark.”

“Then you are, as I understand, still the Dauphin, the heir apparent to your father’s Crown?” the 
Marquise asked her second question.

“I am” Fredrik said “again, to my knowledge. As I said, my younger brother died in the Battle of 
Nepenthe, at the hands of the Spires. There is no other male heir and Riismark law does not allow 
Queens to reign. I suspect this had something to do with my father’s decision. He thinks we cannot co-
exist, yet I am still to be the King when he passes.”

“I see” said the Marquise. “Bon, in that case, Monsieur le Chamberlain” she went on, turning to face 
the Chamberlain, “I must bring to the attention of this Tribunal that, as His Holiness pointed out, His 
Majesty the King of Brandengrad appeared to be of weak health, one that the late Bishop, may Theos 
shine upon his soul, was trying to soothe through the miracles of faith. As His Majesty is not attending 
or even in Argem but remains in Brandengrad, one must consider the possibility that the King has 
passed and by Right of Theos, Prince Fredrik is, in fact, a Sovereign and therefore cannot be tried by 
this Conclave for his crime. I am not suggesting, of course, to exonerate him, in fact I urge that these 
proceedings are completed. However, in the event that the Conclave finds him guilty, his punishment 
should take place in the presence of the King. I, for one,” she added, chuckling softly as she let her 
look wonder around her peers in the room “would not want a precedent set for the Conclave to execute 
Sovereigns.” 

Her chuckle spread around the room, even among some of the most devout Theists. The Holy Father, 
on the other hand, followed the example of the Duke, starring at the Marquise thoughtful. 

“Ah” she said in the end, as the guards where returning “Here we are”. They were carrying a heavy 
rectangular object, taller than a man, covered by a grey sheet. Once they set it down, she pulled the cloth 
that covered it without delay.

It was a painting of exquisite technique, depicting a clash of armies. On the left, rows of men at arms, 
clad in dark colors, were charging the enemy, supported by crossbowmen in the back. A legionnaire of 
Steel walked among them, prominently standing in a guarding position, while another was right in front, 
ready to lower his claymore. Further back, a noble lord led the charge, his knights following. But what 
made the Conclave stay silent for just a moment was the enemy the army was charging. 

In a background of a world aflame, with smoke rising in colors of grey and brown and of the red and 
pink tints of a setting sun, three Spires stood tall, unabashed by the destruction around them or the battle 
below. Their army was set against the humans, monstrous and horrific for those who’d never seen their 
likes. Rows of spear drones had set shield and spear to receive the charge, their bone-like gear sending 
shivers down the spines of sovereigns. But what really made their skin crawl and their eyes narrow in 
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thought were the bulks of three brutes, twice the size of the tallest man, biceps the size of human torsos, 
weapons big enough to skewer horses. In the back, looming taller still than the brutes, an abomination, 
looking like a disgusting breed of insect and mammal with a mask of man in place, stood ready to slice 
through anything before it.

A soft clamor rose once more among the members of the Conclave, questioning looks followed by 
questions and remarks, as many got up and tried to get a better angle to see. Duke Emerich leaned 
forward, frowning deeply, his eyes scanning the Spire creations. 

“What the Fall is that, Marquise?” someone asked. Dorná nodded, expecting the question.
“This” she replied, raising her voice until slowly the clamor died out “is a painting commissioned by 

the late Count Palatine Philippe de Lerac. Some of you may have heard the rumors about the so-called 
‘Enque Incident’, a few years back. For those of you that haven’t, allow me to explain. Enque is a barony 
located closest to the Spire of Haustellum, Hag’s Grin, as we call it, within the great County of Lerac. 
Gossip had it that the Baron of Enque was trading with someone in the Spire. To this day, I am unaware 
of the specifics of this agreement or even the validity of the information. What I do know is that the 
Baron’s son, fueled by his faith and threatened by the existence of numerous legitimate and illegitimate 
siblings, condemned his father’s practice. Rather recklessly, he led his forces near Haustellum, in a display 
of force that was meant to intimidate the Spirelords. His display of force was matched almost immediately 
by forces such as the ones in the painting.

Panicking, he called for aid but as more Lerac forces poured it, the Spire force opposite ours would 
match our display, one for one. Even when Philippe, the Count Palatine, joined, forced by circumstances, 
bringing one of the biggest forces in Galania with him, again our forces were matched in size and 
numbers, within minutes of our arrival. Haustellum kept spitting troops, like an anthill produces ants. 
Eventually, as violent escalation seemed inevitable with such opposing forces, the Count negotiated with 
the Spirelords and ordered our forces to withdraw. The Spires did the same. It was this decision, coupled 
with the strain of the three year Fire Draught, that led to the insurrection which claimed Philippe’s 
life. His own people accused him of bringing a curse upon his land, punishment by Theos because, 
supposedly, he too was cooperating with the Spire-demons.”

She paused, affected by her own words. Even Duke Emerich, in his cynical approach, wondered if 
the Marquise was honest in her mourning of her predecessor, instead of her reaction being a display for 
the benefit of her doubters. 

“I do not know what Philippe talked about with the Spirelords. I do not know what he saw when he 
went near Haustellum. What I do know is that he was no coward and he was adamant that the agreement 
to stand down was in the best interest of his people. I said they matched our forces to a man, and I was 
right. But for one of ours, Haustellum would often mount of these monstrosities. This thought plagued 
him until the end of his days. I now know that he meant to present this painting to the Conclave, as a 
warning for the Spire threat. He called it ‘The Last Argument’.” 

Before anyone had time to urge her onwards or underline her diversion from the subject of the 
Tribunal, she turned suddenly to Fredrik.

“This is my third and last question to you, Prince Fredrik” she said. “Is this story and are these troops 
similar in Riismark? Does any of this ‘ring a bell’, if you will?”

Fredrik did not respond for some moments. His eyes had been set on the painting ever since it had 
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been revealed, his mind racing behind thoughtful eyes. 
“It is my King’s will that…” he paused. “No, I must be honest. It is my father’s wish that the 

circumstances that led to the battle of Nepenthe remain secret, a secret that is his to reveal and his alone. 
It is a personal matter for him, one that weighs on his conscience like a sin, even if the sin is not his. I 
will say there are similarities, but that is all. There are also differences. Our Kingdom was directly and 
openly threatened by Nepenthe, specifically a creature we call ‘the Alchemist’, known to them as the 
Chemistry Variant. The Battle of Nepenthe was an ambush. I was leading a strong force, patrolling near 
Nepenthe’s area. We did not threaten the Spire itself, we did not march against it. Our patrol was simply 
securing the paths from our nearest towns and villages to the Spire to ensure their safety, after the threat 
we had received. We were ambushed. There was no attempt to negotiate, no attempt to make peace. The 
Alchemist considered my slaughtered men and women as payment, their armor and bodies served as 
currency, nothing more. He harvested them, like weed, just as he harvested his own dead troops, after 
the battle. They made sure a survivor would see and convey the message.

What is uncanny, however, is the similarity of the troops in the painting and the troops we fought 
against in Nepenthe. My men called the Spearmen ‘Spear-creeps’, the big bulky warriors ‘Brutes’. We 
only fought one of the monsters in the back, an ‘Abomination’ for all intents and purposes. Its claws 
sliced through Legion and Knight plate like a knife cutting parchment. The ones I see in this painting 
are almost identical to the ones I’ve fought against in Riismark, save for the carapace variations. It’s like 
they are organic, made from bone, although I can confirm they are not part of their body. It is armor 
worn, not a natural shell. I have reports that claim these troops are creations, not actual members of the 
Spirelords. They are made specifically for war, produced in the bowels of the Spires by their magic.”

“Chamberlain!” someone from the audience yelled. “What does this have to do with the Tribunal? 
This man killed a Bishop in cold blood, but we are discussing his imaginary adventures against demons 
of a painting.”

“While I understand Herr von Kürschbourgh’s personal stake in the matter, seeing as his own brother 
is somehow both a Baron and a Bishop, against all law and tradition, I cannot but notice he speaks 
easily, having two Galan armies between him and the closest Spire” yelled the Marquise. 

“Our courage has been proved!” the Duke of Kürschbourgh screamed in answer. “We cower before 
neither man nor demon!”

“You are right” the Marquise replied, irony dripping from her voice. “During the Enque incident, 
Baron Mikael von Kürschbourgh was more than happy to try and bring his so-called ‘Dawnbringers’ 
under the signs of Theos in Galan lands. For our own protection and salvation, no doubt, and to 
enhance our display of force against Haustellum, which was not imaginary at the time. I will admit, it 
showed courage, marching armies in another’s lands so blatantly. Perhaps you are now contemplating 
marching through Silisia and help Riismark, after you condemn Brandengrad’s Prince in this Tribunal?”

Idiot, thought Duke Emerich, looking at von Kürschbourgh, as the entire hall burst into loud arguments. 
Their family connections to the Theist Church were known, as was their will to expand their dukedom 
in north Hermannia, leading often to tensions with Riismark over the lands of Silisia. Still, Duke 
Emerich could not but admire the Marquise. The way she had jumped at the opportunity to reply to von 
Kürschbourgh had revealed her hope about the painting discussion and suddenly she had changed the 
subject. Not between the Tribunal and the Spires, that was just the façade. The true matter in everyone’s 
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mind had suddenly become the connection of Church and Nobility, which was the essence of this 
Tribunal but no one had dared touch so far. A delicate matter with deep roots in history, that had to this 
day the nobility of the Kingdoms divided in a balance that relied on the matter not being touched. This 
would be the essence of the Tribunal’s decision. Condemning the Prince meant maintaining the status 
quo: he challenged it too blatantly and therefore appearances must be kept and the Church appeased. 
Absolving him would be a very strong declaration that enough is enough and the Church should abstain 
from politics and the matters of nobility, just as it should allow its dreams of Holy Armies to finally die 
quietly. 

As the Conclave members screamed and yelled, Duke Emerich kept looking at the painting appraisingly. 
He had no doubt the late Bishop had meddled too much, trying to bring the Church to the front in the 
Spire situation. He had little doubt the Prince had no intention to start a discussion about the Church 
matter but rather tried to serve his country. Fall, he probably thought this audience would help bring 
some support, if the Nepenthe threat persisted. But the commotion around him, the passionate yells and 
fights that had erupted in almost every corner of the Conclave proved that the Prince’s patriotism came 
second. This matter still divided the Kingdoms, still rose heated passions. And if that weren’t enough, 
the very acts of the Bishop proved that people would try to exploit the Spire situation to further irrelevant 
agendas. 

He kept starring at the painting, as the Chamberlain slowly but steadily brought order back to the 
Conclave. He remained there as the Marquise resumed her seat next to him without a word but 
obviously satisfied with herself. He ignored her suggestive looks, just as he ignored the questions from 
some other Sovereign, some Normann whose name he had never heard of before but was obviously 
trying to appear important with idiotic questions. Then, when the Chamberlain finally called his name, 
he got up, thanked him and walked near the painting, looking at it closely for some time. 

“First question, Prince” he said in the end. “Can you provide analytical reports of the capabilities of 
these creatures?”

“I have scribes that are copying reports as we speak” Fredrik replied. There was thankfulness in his 
tone, Emerich recognized, thankfulness that someone had finally paid attention to what he too thought 
was worth paying attention to. “I have procured reports from the Old Dominion, which I had not had 
time to fully review myself.” Voices were raised, commenting. Everyone knew that any reliable account 
from the Old Dominion came from the Orders. Fredrik ignored them. “They are scattered reports or 
mentions, not real battle reports. Our ancestors, it seems, called them Exiles, the ones that lead these 
Spires. Most of their troops are creations of magic, Biomancy, as they called it, a manipulation of life.” 
Still he went on, ignoring the yells of ‘Blasphemy!’.

“It would seem, for instance, that more than six hundred years ago, their marksmen were designed 
towards accuracy. Today, they have been equipped with a third hand for rate of fire.” He grimaced 
annoyed at the odd, dismissive chuckle that was heard from the hall. “I am already preparing copies of 
these reports and my own observations for comparison and my people have been ordered for the copies 
to be sent to the Chamberlain’s office, as well as any Kingdom neighboring a Spire.”

“Good” said the Duke, nodding in acknowledgement. “That was clever and efficient. My second 
question: Do you think the Spires present a united threat to be countered by a united front?”

Fredrik grimaced. 
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“It is hard to say” he said. “At first, I thought not. The Alchemist, the Spirelord, presents as motive 
a form of… compensation, let us say, from a personal arrangement. Yet the Enque Incident suggests 
something similar, some grievance of family matters caused by the interference of the Spire. Now, this 
painting shows that whatever it was the late Count de Lerac witnessed was practically identical to what I 
have encountered, not to mention he might had seen more, seeing as he sought peace. Numbers aside, 
these interactions suggest a motif. There may be other lords or ladies that have such… communications 
with Spires near their domains. Last but not least, I have heard reports that the Russ and Polmags near 
the southern mountains have discovered a new or at least unrecorded Spire. If these are confirmed, if 
there is indeed a new Spire, it would suggest that, if nothing else, there is movement among the Exiles. 
To what end, I know not. But the Enque report and the Count’s wish to warn the Conclave make me 
skeptical.”

Again, Duke Emerich nodded. 
“We agree, Prince. I fear unity is paramount, until we explore this further. Even if the Spires have no 

plans against us, given the context of recent developments, fueled passions may lead to something stupid, 
like a heroic or god-inspired preemptive strike against a Spire. Unity, or at least some unity, would ensure 
better communication, information exchange, respond times…”

“I… guess” said Fredrik. “Yes, I can’t disagree with that” he added.
“Third and final question, Prince” the Duke said and turned to face him, his eyes meeting the young 

Prince’s. “Would you do it again?”
You bastard, muttered the Marquise between her teeth from her seat, as people leaned closer with 

interest to hear the response. 
“I am sorry?”
“Given the circumstances, would you commit the crime again?” asked the Duke again.
“Am I supposed to express my remorse before the Tribunal?” Fredrik asked, anger dressing his voice.
“You are supposed to answer the question” replied the Duke flatly.
Lie, boy, the Marquise thought, for she knew the Prince would condemn himself otherwise. He 

would also untie the Conclave’s hands: the young, remorseless spoiled prince who did not think of the 
consequences could be punished even by those who agreed with him, avoiding a confrontation with the 
Church. It was, admittedly, effective. Everyone would pay attention to the Spire possible threat, while the 
Church issue would be put to the background once more. But it simply felt… cold.

“I have explained my reasons, my thinking and the circumstances” replied Fredrik and went on.
“I would.”
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“For Riismark!”
“FOR RIISMARK!”
The field of Vatsdam thundered with their voices, as they charged. For many, those were their last 

words, as arrows showered over them, but not nearly enough to make the charge falter. The rain had 
started in earnest and even marksmen clones found it hard to fire at their full range. Lightning flashed 
and thunder rolled over them and the ground shook between their feet, the very heavens and earth of 
Riismark joining in both charge and warcry. And, as if neither the rumble of thunder or the tremor 
of the earth ever stopped, the Crimson Tower took point. They looked almost unreal, like metal toys, 
their bulky plate surpassed only by their heavy warhorses’ plate barding. But they were real, real enough 
to make the marksmen rush away from the first lines in a panic, as their first volley of arrows simply 
bounced off Crimson armor. Then, just as the force grown drones took point, shielding their marksmen 
with shield and spear, the Crimson Tower broke left, turning towards the north gate and making way 
for the men at arms to complete their charge. 

Hunfrid shivered at the sight of the men clashing against the drones. His body remembered what 
meeting the drones shield for shield felt like. Ironically, it felt hopeful. They were not as well trained as 
your average man-at-arms and what coordination they had, they had through the magic of their leaders. 
But they were only the beginning. The men in the front line were about to find out what facing the 
Brutes felt like, what even looking at the Abominations could do to one’s courage. He shook his head 
sadly and let his eyes wonder to the right. A second front, one led by King Otto, was now reaching the 
southern entrance to the city, meeting the enemy. 

“Point Two” he said, pointing towards Otto, his voice low and hoarse. He had been ridiculed 
repeatedly since the Battle of Nepenthe. As he followed Prince Fredrik, people would claim he’d lost his 
mind or that he had always been simple, because of his difficulty to speak and his twitches. Others would 
treat him with hostility, calling him a craven while others still would rush out of his way, thinking him 
possessed by some evil. They were all equally ridiculous, of course. Whatever it had been, the potion 
that the Alchemist had given him to ‘rectify’ his broken body, had much more lasting effects than the 
few hours he had spent in unparalleled pain. His muscles had been tense since, to the point were sleep 
was always short and hard to manage and grabbing small things, like forks or spoons, required effort. 
That included the muscles in his throat. Speaking had been hard enough, often making him stutter or 
choke, unless he took his time. Controlling his voice long enough to form sentences had proved even 
harder. Selected words were the best he could do. He could endure the strain and his voice did not break 
so soon, usually.

King Brand nodded. “Aye, I see them” he said and immediately turned his look north. The Crimson 
Tower cavalry had intercepted half a dozen brutes and more of the force grown drones, meant to flank 
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the main force by coming out the north passage. Brand’s own Household Knights were providing 
support, the cavalry units exchanging charges and disengages, trying to keep the flanking force pinned. 

“Point T… Three” said Hunfrid, grimacing annoyed at his own disability and the King nodded once 
more. Then, as if coordinated, they both looked up, far above the town of Vatsdam. The clouds flashed, 
their shadows looming high, as lightning fell once more. And there it was, their target, the reason they 
had given up Vatsdam, hoping the Alchemist would take the bait and think the town as payment. For 
above the city, just below the stormy clouds, the Alchemist’s air-boat was floating, like a lazy beast of air. 

“Is it turning?” asked Brand. Hunfrid waited before he nodded, eyes nailed on the air-boat. “Good” 
the King of Rottdorf said. “Pray to Theos, the Dei, or whatever you believe in, that we keep control of 
all three points long enough.” 

They began their preparations, as secretly as they could, while the King kept his eyes on the field. Otto 
and his men held their ground, if not easily, then at least confidently, even gaining ground now and 
then, but retreating the moment they passed the entrance. King Brand was relieved seeing this. There 
was no need to press further and he feared that Otto would be too eager. Now his concern had changed, 
thinking that the Spirelords would suspect something, seeing the men having room to advance but not 
taking it. He hoped they’d think the idea was to keep the battle on a narrow point, which was partly true. 

The main front, in the center, was looking pressed. Having pressed back the first wave of spearmen, 
the men at arms were continuously facing seemingly new and endless waves of them, while the back 
rows were under constant pressure by the marksmen. Still they held their ground bravely and his heart 
filled with pride and sorrow. Pride for the courage of his men, sorrow for their loss. 

“I swear to Theos, Fredrik” he muttered between his teeth. “You better be dead or coming or I’ll come 
to the Conclave and vote for your execution myself.”

“Fredrik come” said Hunfrid, nodding reassuringly. The King looked at him, his swollen eyes, his 
tense neck, his awkward moves… He knew the young man had not properly slept since Nepenthe. 
He admired the lad’s strength of character and his faith to his master, much like he admired Fredrik’s 
kindness. He’d taken the boy as a squire for himself, when even his family feared and avoided the boy. 

“Range” said the young man again, looking up. Brand immediately followed his look. The air-boat 
looked indeed as if it was entering range, even if barely. 

“Let’s go!” he ordered and he and his guards started running. They came out of the forest line, right 
in the middle of the open field, breaking in three groups and covering three different spots, as the air-
boat floated closer. Then, each group knowing exactly where to look, they pulled the wooden covers, 
camouflaged with dirt and mud and bush leaves. And in the holes below, the ballistae, all but armed, 
were waiting, ready to be pulled up by the prepared pulley systems. 

The men grabbed the ropes and started pulling, under the cursing yells of their commanders. The 
King kept looking up, following the air-boat as it came closer. 

“PUT YOUR BACK INTO IT, MEN! It’s almost in range!”
One by one, all three ballistae came out of their holes. Ropes were pulled, gears were turned, strings 

secured, as men jumped in the holes to bring out the ammo.
“Seen” said Hunfrid, tapping the King’s shoulder to make sure he is heard. Brand looked at where 

Hunfrid was pointing, seeing the clone on the watchtower pointing at them. He nodded and brought 
his horn in his mouth. 
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Once he blew but his horn boomed across the field. “RIISMARK!” cried the men of all three fronts 
in reply and pushed harder, with renewed strength. From his front in the south, King Otto received 
the message. His bannerman waved the signal to the back lines and the Hunter Cadre , clad in cloak 
and crossbows ready, rushed out of the forest behind him, ready to counter the inevitable appearance of 
reinforcements. 

True enough, an Abomination head was seen and the Cadre took point opposite it. Some of them 
faced it head on, others climbed to the small barricades, showering the thing with arrows and flasks. In 
a series of explosions, smoke and light flashed around the monster, which faltered at its place. But neither 
King Brand nor Hunfrid had the luxury to see more. The air-boat was well within range.

“Take aim! We won’t have many chances, lest it flies higher! Ready?”
Three consecutive ayes were screamed from all three points. Next to the King, Hunfrid drew his 

sword, looking around uneasy. Brand rose his hand, looking at the target. 
“FIRE!”
All of them held their breath, following as best they could their arrows’ flight in the rain. Higher and 

higher they climbed and the flight seemed too slow in their eyes. For two of the arrows, it was. They fell 
before they reached the target. The third hit the bulk of the boat, not the blown part that kept it in air. 
It stayed there, stuck for some moments, until gravity pulled it free and it fell harmlessly, being showered 
with curses by Brand and his men.

“AGAIN! PULL HARDER! QUICK!”
Groans were heard as the men pushed their limits to re-aim, re-calibrate, re-load as fast as they could. 

Before they were done, Hunfrid yelled a wordless cry, as he pointed. Brand looked up, his own hands 
pulling gears with his men. All three points held their front, even if three knights of the Crimson Tower 
were bringing down a Brute that had managed to break through and had been charging towards them. 
And yet, something was charging still or was about to. Sliding down a rope like an acrobat, a clone 
kept its look fixed on them. Covered in the chitinous material of Spire armor, it landed dexterously and 
immediately rushed towards them. Sword drawn, Hunfrid rushed to meet it away from the ballistae.

Hearing the King yell ‘fire!’ again, Hunfrid did not look up to see if they had found their target. His 
eyes were set on the thing before him. It looked different than the drones he’d seen with spears. Its 
chitinous armor fit it perfectly, designed for its size precisely, including legs and arms. The helm covered 
its entire head and even the expression on it was meant to intimidate, with large, sharp teeth showing 
in a grin. Most dangerously of all, the creature lacked the uncertain body stance of the drones. It drew 
two knives from behind the back and stood before Hunfrid, full of purpose and obvious intelligence. It 
mocked him with its stance, Hunfrid realized, it mocked him before they’d even started fighting. 

He stayed put. After all, he was not in a hurry. The longer they stayed there starring at each other, the 
better. The creature realized this too and it charged, leaning forward in a battle stance that Hunfrid had 
never encountered before. It did not matter. There was a simple truth that all soldiers knew: the bigger 
weapon had the advantage. Speed can only get you so far, agility can only help so much. In the end, 
range will win the day, if the parties are not massively uneven in skill or speed. The creature had amazing 
speed, that was obvious. It was probably faster than any human warrior, save perhaps some. 

Hunfrid was not any human warrior. 
All the time of suspicion, of mockery and ridicule, after his encounter with the Alchemist, they finally 
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paid off when his tense muscles flared with strength and speed. He perceived the creature’s fake blow 
and a swing of his sword easily forced the creature back, before it moved closer. It jumped to the side, 
avoiding the swing in the last moment, looking at the human surprised. Hunfrid simply waited. The 
creature charged anew, faking a high blow with the right hand, but twisting its body in the last moment, 
leaning low for a slash with the left. Hunfrid did not block the knife. He was fast enough to smash his 
shield on the creature’s head as it tried to dive to his side. 

It jumped back, trying to find its balance and taking distance. It shook its head annoyed but once it 
got its bearing, it looked up at Hunfrid. It made a sound, a gargling hiss, as if its cry was drowned in 
its own mouth. It came at Hunfrid for a third time, cautiously. It faked a series of approaches, avoiding 
the soldier’s swings as it tried to close the distance, sometimes his dagger brushing aside the blade, 
but Hunfrid would not let it closer than he needed it to be. That was until he realized the creature 
was forcing him to step backwards, towards the ballistae. Suddenly, the former man-at-arms took the 
offensive, swinging and stabbing with the sword at its full range. Taken aback, the creature started giving 
way. It did not last. It parried Hunfrid’s sword with both blades, when part of its bone-like chest armor 
moved. Pure muscle showed underneath, as the armor unfolded, expanding in a bony third arm, like 
the front legs of a praying mantis. It stabbed him with its clawed end at the sides, piercing through chain 
and flesh, just as King Brand yelled for a reload behind him.

Ignoring Hunfrid, the Mimetic creature drew back its extra arm, which folded perfectly back into place 
on the chest exoskeleton, looking no different than a regular clone clad in chitinous armor once more 
and charged to the ballistae, as they were firing. He locked blades with Brand, the King coming between 
the Mimetic and his men.

“Another hit, my King!” yelled one of the men, as Brand was dueling the creature. 
“Keep at it!” he yelled, shoving the creature back. As if it understood the words, the Mimetic launched 

a series of seemingly desperate attacks. Sidestepping around it, Brand started a twirling swing, oblivious 
to the bone, clawed arm which was unfolding once more, straight towards the King’s lower abdomen. 
It was stopped right before it found its mark. The creature turned, surprised. Holding with bloodied 
hands the bone arm, his own sides crimson and wet, Hunfrid growled straight in the Mimetic’s face. 
The creature hissed in reply but it quickly turned to a shriek, as Hunfrid pulled the extra arm back with 
a crack and shoved the creature down by the neck. 

Everything that looked like armor expanded and unfolded, as the Mimetic kept screeching in pain. 
Even the helmet opened in the middle, revealing a featureless head with a three-point, fanged hole for 
a mouth. The bracers opened revealing hidden blades, the chest armor expanding in extra arms, apart 
from the broken one that would not close. It writhed helplessly in the mud. Brand offered the coup de 
grace, panting, just as Hunfrid knelt weakly. The King rushed to the young man’s side.

“Steady on, boy” Brand said. “We’ve held all three points” he lied “and we’ve pierced the falling thing. 
The day is ours, yes?” Hunfrid shook his head, smiling, nodding behind the King. Brand looked. Brutes 
had made it through and were charging them, two knights of the Crimson Tower lancing one’s legs. It 
thudded as it fell, sliding through the mud, but the rest kept coming, knights in pursuit. The main front 
was finally giving way, a second Abomination threshing through the first lines with ease. Far above, 
the ship was floating awkwardly, it was true, leaning precariously to the left. But it was far from down, 
spitting a swarm of winged drones with spears in hand. 
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“Aspects protect us!” one of the men said. “Strixies! Like the myths of old!” 
Hunfrid smiled weakly at the King. “Fredrik come?” he said simply in his hoarse voice and the 

desperate hope dressing the words sunk deep in the King’s soul. 
Then, from the south and west, a horn sounded, deep, growling, angry and even the Spire forces 

paused and turned to look.
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The Shining Storm

“In the name of the Imperial Throne, for the purpose of this Tribunal, under the status of the 
accused for the murder of Bishop Madheus of Riismark, I call His Royal Highness, Prince Fredrik of 
Brandengrad, for the reading of the verdict.”

She watched him walk in, escorted by the guards, until he stood before the Hollow Throne. The 
Chamberlain stood right under it but the Prince had his eyes turned higher, either on the painting that 
remained there or the empty throne above. She wondered what he was thinking, if he was afraid and his 
proud posture was simply a façade, a defense, or if he was facing his death with such bravery. Then, as 
an afterthought, she wondered if he was imagining himself sitting on the Hollow Throne. 

“You look proud” commented Duke Emerich from her side. She turned to look at him.
“So should you” she replied coldly. “His sentence is your doing.”
“If the Spire threat is real, the Kingdoms will need to have a united front, or at least something 

resembling one” he answered, shrugging. “A debate about the position of the Church and our tolerance 
towards the machinations of priests would serve nothing before this situation is resolved. You steered 
this debate into a place that would breed division. I could not allow it. It is unfortunate the Prince’s life 
was forfeit. His first-hand knowledge and experience with the Spires would be helpful. His notes and 
reports will have to do.”

The way he spoke, calmly, coldly even, angered her even more. Her mind raced through a million 
ways she wanted to smash his body with spells of wind and fire and consequences be damned! 

The Duke shifted in his seat, uncomfortably. Several others around her did similar moves, flexing 
their shoulders uneasy or rubbing their necks. She took a deep breath, the end of her hair settling from 
their subtle dance in the slightest of breezes. She had to relax, she knew. She would have the final word. 
Closing her eyes, she concentrated on the words of the Chamberlain. 

“Is there anything you wish to say before the sentence is read, Your Highness?” he asked Fredrik. The 
Prince narrowed his eyes, thoughtful, almost absent minded. 

“There is, my Lord Chamberlain” he said in the end, finally meeting the man’s gaze. “In thirty-seven 
days, I expect Nepenthe to attack once more. The most likely target is Vatsdam and its surrounding 
area, although I cannot rule out other targets. I have ordered my troops to empty Vatsdam entirely, 
making it seem like we deliver it to the Alchemist as the payment he expects. Instead, we are to lure 
the Alchemist’s air-ship and bring it down, hopefully killing him in the process or at least hamper his 
operational capacity. I say this for two reasons. 

Firstly, I ask for your aid. I would ask any ready and willing, including the Imperial Estate, to rush to 
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my men’s aid. King Otto of Haubach and King Brand of Rottdorf are in charge of the Vatsdam front, 
while other allied of the Eleven Kings of Riismark assist with protecting the rest of the areas around 
Nepenthe. I hope, perhaps against hope, that my father will finally be convinced to also provide his 
knights. 

Secondly, I give the Kingdoms fair warning. If we succeed, there is no telling what the respond of 
Nepenthe or the Spires in general will be. I urge thee all, speak, communicate, assist each other! Fall, try 
to appease them by telling my execution was penalty for my unauthorized transgression if it helps! But 
for the love of our people and anything you hold dear, cooperate! This is no normal threat.”

His words fell in deathly silence, their echo in the grand dome above dying out slowly. There was no 
mockery or insult, no comment or approval. There was nothing but silent stares.

“That is all” Fredrik finally said, turning to face the Chamberlain once more, as a guard was delivering 
a note to him. The chairman of the Conclave quickly read through it, possibly skipping parts. Finally, he 
got up. Fredrik sighed, fear finally reaching him, making his insides feel hollow, sending his heart racing. 

“In the name of the Imperial Throne, I call an end upon these proceedings.”
Fredrik looked up, surprised. Exclamations rose from all around the hall, some surprised, others angry, 

some even cheerful, all mixed together in a clamor without end. Even the Holy Father had gotten up, 
asking what the meaning of this was. The Chamberlain looked at the Prince before him, waiting for the 
noise to quiet down. He spoke softly. 

“If you will allow me the familiarity” he said with a low voice “accept my deepest condolences. Also 
accept an escort of Imperial troops, on your journey back. I will make the preparations as soon as 
possible. It is only fitting for a man of your station” he concluded, before raising his voice above the 
clamor.

“The Chamberlain’s Office has just been informed of the passing of King Willem I of Brandengrad, 
may Theos accept his soul. There is neither mention nor implication of Fredrik of Brandengrad being 
disavowed. Therefore, in the name of the Imperial Throne, I recognize Fredrik the First, King of 
Brandengrad and find this Tribunal without authority to pass judgement upon him. I further invite him 
to join the proceedings of this Conclave as its member, as is his right.”

He was hearing very little of this, his head spinning. He had dreamed of the day of his inauguration 
since he was a boy, knowing it to be his birthright. He had never imagined it would be here, under the 
mixed yells of approval and dismissals. He had never imagined he would feel so angry about it.

He left hurriedly and without a word, as the Chamberlain bowed before him. Just before he exited the 
hall, he threw a glance at the Marquise de Feranque. It was angry. Deeply angry.

“I fear” said the Duke “that your alliance with the Prince, no, the King of Brandengrad came at an 
abrupt end. I wonder why that is.”

Dorná remained expressionless.
“There was never an alliance, Duke” she said. “I do not work with alliances. For better or worse, 

I form… connections, with those I cooperate with. In my mind, Fredrik is …a comrade. One of my 
people, if you will. I protect my people. Are you sure his look was not for you?”

“No” he shook his head. “It was clear with my questioning. The boy understood why I did what I 
did. To some extent, I think he agreed with it too, judging by his speech in the end. In any case, he 
understood it was nothing personal.”
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“Everything is personal” she replied.
“You had his father killed, didn’t you?” he asked. She got up and turned to face him.
“Understand this, Duke” she said, looking down at him. “I am not called the Shining Storm by my 

people, because of my looks or because of my temper, as some would claim. I am called ‘L’Urielle’ 
because my people understand: for all within my house, I am the shelter. For those outside, I am the 
storm.”

She fixed her dress, before she started walking away.
“You have picked where you stand, Duke of Köningstadt” she said.
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Epilogue

Everyone around him was dead or dying. Be it by sword or spear or arrow, fire or hammer or axe, 
they were dying. Their fearful yells, their painful moans, their pleas to Theos, the Dei, their comrades 
or anyone else listening, would not change that very simple fact. They were merely the last sounds of a 
battle, the one the poets left out.

Fredrik walked among them, his heart aching, pulling him to answer all pleas, face all their desperate 
expressions, respond to every weak reach towards him. Even the steel centurion walking with him and 
the Crimson Tower master looked broken by the sight and slaughter around them.

Vatsdam was no more. Its remnants lied in ashes, burnt by fires that not even rain could stop, most 
buildings crashed to charcoal by Theos knew what manner of monstrosity. He felt the anger rise inside 
him. He had been too late. He had ridden as fast as he could, bringing the reinforcements promised by 
the Chamberlain. But Riismark was a far away land, proud and independent and the Conclave liked to 
deliberate and debate endlessly, especially in a tribunal. He had been delayed and he had been too late.

The only consolations had been two. Unlike the battle of Nepenthe, this time, he had bodies to burry, 
he had dead to honor. This, for some reason, felt like a victory. Greater still, however, was the actual 
victory. Not only had the airboat been crippled, the bodies of the Spire creations had been left behind. 
Scorched, smashed, slashed, yes, but behind. They could be researched, dissected, examined, understood. 
Strategies could be devised, new plans formed, defenses raised and assaults planned. If there was to be 
war with the Spires or some of them, then the Kingdoms would be ready.

It was a victory, no doubt, but not complete and not theirs, for he had been told what happened, 
what had caused this, what crashed through the armies of Spires and Riismark alike. Otto, injured but 
alive, had told him that they were just passing by, possibly attracted by the battle and the Spire forces. 
After all, they had concentrated their firepower against the Spires, even if the collateral damage obviously 
mattered little to them. It was a theory, perhaps with some foundation that suggested a possible alliance 
of convenience, if nothing else, or at least an agreement of non-hostility. But the reports said the warband 
had continued marching north and that meant trouble.

When he reached the dead body of an Abomination, he stopped. His eye catching something, he 
searched with his boot among the mud. Something metal was revealed, ornamentation of some sorts, 
fallen off one of the soldiers that fought the dead monstrosity next to it. He picked it up, marveling at 
the material and technique, possibly worth more than the equipment of a knight. He stared at it with 
troubled eyes.

In the reflection of the metal trinket, he saw himself invading Silisia, to circle Nepenthe from all sides, 
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with a united Riismark behind him. He saw other Kingdoms attacking each other, for land or profit or 
influence or faith, the Tribunal and Nepenthe serving as fuel or excuse. He saw Theists urging Kings to 
attack Spires, to bring an end to the ‘demons’ inside them. He saw Spires fighting Spires, clashing over 
the broken silence of centuries. He saw other forces move, as rumors he’d heard suddenly became facts, 
fears became threats, legends became reality.

His eyes focused on the trinket once more, looking at it thoughtfully. With a mouth carved in a 
perpetual warcry, a bearded face with menacing eyes looked back at King Fredrik, as he realized the 
world had just changed forever.




